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an account, manifesto, report and complilation of 

philanthropy/advocacy/anecdotes/links/organizations/musings/opinions and information 

about ethical convictions that  make sense to SpiralCosmosArt

http://exponentialaltruism.wordpress.com      
(for more pdf updates)

10th of November 2015

that is better than previous editions/versions
and is ALWAYS a work in progress that is frequently being updated
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recent links and changes (a bit more since last May 2015), and still plugging 
away (many of which I didn't have time to publish their mission statements in
this document
completely yet.
But they seem
altruistic enough
for now!)
   

http://fija.org/
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http://www.keep-a-breast.org/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphene   Graphene (/ ræf.i n/)[1][2] is an allotrope of carbon in ˈɡ ː
the form of a two-dimensional, atomic-scale, hexagonal lattice in which one atom forms each vertex. It is the 
basic structural element of other allotropes, including graphite, charcoal, carbon nanotubes and fullerenes. It can 
also be considered as an indefinitely large aromatic molecule, the limiting case[clarification needed] of the 
family of flat polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.

http://www.graphene.manchester.ac.uk/

http://www.apache-stronghold.com/   

Once Again, The Fight for Religious Freedom in America Begins

The Southeast Arizona land exchange was one of the bills that was attached to the 
National Defense Authorization Act and passed by the U.S. House and the Senate. 
It is a bill pushed by Arizona Representatives Gosar & Kirkpatrick and Arizona 
Senators McCain and Flake (and prior to Flake, Kyle) which for over the past 10 
years has not been able to get enough votes for passage in either the House or the 
Senate. The Arizona Congressmen could not get the bill to pass using the normal 
Congressional procedures. This is because the bill gives land at Apache Leap and 
Oak flat in southeastern Arizona to a foreign Mining Company.
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https://ritualabu  se.us/  

Stop Mind Control and Ritual Abuse Today
S.M.A.R.T.  ritual abuse newsletter was founded in 1995 by Neil Brick. The purpose of S.M.A.R.T. is 
to help stop ritual abuse and child abuse and to help those who have been ritually abused.  We work 
toward this goal by disseminating information on the connections between secretive organizations, 
ritual abuse, and mind control, by encouraging healing from the damage done by child abuse, ritual 
abuse and mind control, and by encouraging survivors to network.

We have this web site, a bimonthly newsletter, an e-mail discussion list, and annual conferences. If 
you have resources with information about ritual abuse and mind control, especially information about 
secretive organizations, please send it to smartnews@aol.com for inclusion in the newsletter. Please 
write us if you have comments about these pages or trouble with any of the links.  Please note: 
S.M.A.R.T. has no paid employees and all money paid to S.M.A.R.T. goes toward efforts to educate 
survivors and the general public about survivor issues and research.

http://stw.darknedgy.net/index.php?title=Main_Page

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=plastic+bags+fuel

Audobon Park in “L.A.  Les Hamasaki Solar Engineer Air conditioning"

http://www.naturalblaze.com/

http://healthtipssource.com/

http://www.cancertruth.net/

http://gaia-health.com/
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http://www.bloodstainedmen.com/

http://www.doctorsopposingcircumcision.org/

          http://www.boughtmovie.com/

Solar Air Conditioning: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtMC2MXc_n8

https://www.google.com/search?q=ibogaine+opiate+treatment&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8

http://thecenterpath.weebly.com/consciousness.html

http://thecenterpath.weebly.com/dark-occult.html

The Center Path

Truth     + Love +   

Action = 

Solutions

http://humantrafficking.org/organizations/312

http://humantrafficking.org/

http://www.atrvt.org/

http://www.stopfrackingnow.com/faq

http://www.innocenceproject.org/

http://chasesguardians.org/wp/

http://offgridquest.com/

http://www.drcurtisduncan.com/2014/11/homosexuality-and-chemical-manipulation.html

http://documentaryheaven.com/fluoride-the-hard-to-swallow-truth

http://www.orgonomicscience.org/

http://www.charitynavigator.org/
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http://chasesguardians.org/wp/

http://www.bloodstainedmen.com/

http://vactruth.com/reports/

http://documentaryheaven.com/fluoride-the-hard-to-swallow-truth/

http://www.free-energy-info.com/

http://www.homeschool.com/resources/

http://thefreethoughtproject.com/

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Kristen+Meghan+whistle+blow

operation “indigo skyfold”

http://www.unpluggedmom.com/author/laurette/

http://thefreethoughtproject.com/

http://www.iamhomeschooling.com/os-links

https://www.google.com/search?name=f&hl=en&q=free+software+linux+gnu+homeschooling

http://thefreethoughtproject.com/

Free Though Project has videos and information about injustices in America and elsewhere

Introduction
The Free Thought Project was started to foster the growth of creativity and inquisitiveness that 
is inherent in humanity.

All information, data, and material contained, presented, or provided on 
http://  TheFreeThoughtProject.com  
 is for educational purposes only. It is not to be construed or intended as providing medical or 
legal advice. Any views expressed here-in are not necessarily those held by 
http://  TheFreeThoughtProject.com   

Copyright info. We put out this information to incite change. The more people that see it, the 
more potential for change. Feel free to republish all original content from this site. We just ask 
that you link back to us. You will not be sued for aiding humanity in the struggle for peace! ;)

sometimes there are minor edits polishing typo corrections, grammar, word choice changes
**********************************************************
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It is the intent/wish and the open proposition of SpiralCosmosArt / (me)  to create and offer  priceless 
exquisite masterpiece psychedelic abstract paintings and prints for art auctions towards philanthropy 
causes.  The goal is to communicate with people who can help organize such auctions and realize this 
intent is true and agree to work and collaborate with such efforts.   

These philanthropy causes that make good sense to SpiralCosmosArt / (me) compiled and uploaded in 
printable *.pdf file versions on http://exponentialaltruism.wordpress.com like this copy right here, 
with various updates also linked and discussed on this sister site: 
http://exponentialaltruism.blogspot.com
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• With this spiritual wish/intent of exponential altruism why should my art be worthless?

• With this spiritual wish/intent of  exponential altruism why should my art be worth less than the
art worth millions of dollars from dead artists and certain living artists routinely collected and 
sold by the extremely wealthy at auction companies such as Sotheby's and Chistie's?

• With this spiritual wish/intent of exponential altruism why should anyone's art be worthless for 
any such reason?

• With this spiritual wish/intent of  exponential altruism why should anyone's art be worth less 
than the art worth millions of dollar is in Fiat Currency from dead artists routinely collected and
sold by the extremely wealthy?

• With the spiritual intent/wish of exponential altruism (giving credit where credit is due to those 
seeking solutions to world problems)   why should anyone's art be worth less than the art worth 
millions of dollars from mostly dead artists and some living artists routinely collected and sold 
by the extremely wealthy?

• Christie's and Sotheby's are the 2 biggest art auction corporations that are multi-billion dollar 
industries selling pieces of art and other collectible things.  This great industry has potential to 
be a very non-violent completely voluntary, free market,  flow of wealth, and a free flow of 
people's own currency and individuality.   Ending the extreme cruel disparity of wealth in this 
world need not be coerced and re-distributed in some socialist big government agenda , but 
rather kindly requested to be diverted toward kind, humanitarian, justice causes in return for 
great works of art.   No one can say whether or not someone who is filthy rich will eventually 
have a change of heart and be a great philanthropist.  No one can ever know when the filthy 
fucking rich will have a change of heart. 

• It is also the intent/wish of SpiralCosmosArt (me) along with everyone in the world who
has the same intent/wish 

• to be the co-creator of a private single family organic biodiverse permaculture garden 
estate 

• to be as self reliant as absolutely possible to grow food  and live free with minimal 
government/corporation intervention 

• rather than be a full time artist as is my/SpiralCosmosArt 's intent and current profession
now, given there is reasonable potential of exponential altruism to exponentially produce 
altruism that yields a return and a profit to those initiating such altruism, 

It is also the intent/wish that the sales from such exponentially altuistic auctions provide 
opportunity for SpiralCosmosArt to advance in life successfully to me/SpiralCosmosArt, the means to 
be  a heterosexual monogamous loyal husband to a heterosexual monogamous loyal wife in a 
traditional nuclear family and own private living space to produce organic food and supplies.   It is also
the intent/wish of SpiralCosmosArt (me) along with everyone in the world who has the same 
intent/wish to have every opportunity to do likewise.

Here is the suggested and requested donations and wish list for artwork progressing towards such 
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lifestyle:

A car or some kind of rig that runs safely 

• astrology readings
• (about $700 blue book value per painting but  safety, reliability, funcionality especially if pre-

purchase inspection )

• cold hard cash
• dance lessons or dance events with a woman for a dance partner (especially fond of cuban salsa 

partner dancing between 1 woman and 1 man) (the conga heavy bass rhythm really moves my soul)  
ecstatic dance or contact improv also considered

• electric bicycle
• expenses to semi-rural, outdoor healing resorts to  meet/socialize/fraternize/coalesse and be among 

co-ed fellow athletic healthy adult people, free  from addiction ,  and unashamed of each other's 
complete well maintained human athletic bodies)

• expenses to travel and attend music festivals, art fairs, transformational events, and workshops  (such 
as burning man, mystic garden,  Oregon country fair, earth dance, barter fair or something similar)

• health club/athletic club / fitness club membership fees paid
• large workshop/ studio space/ &/or home and  privileges to make “jackson pollock”-style messes 

requiring a lot of splattering of paint and building of wood panels 
• gold or silver coins or bullion or jewelry that's liquidable
• organic healthy food permaculture biodiverse food and privileges to grow and produce such food
• receive and give massage therapy to and from single heterosexual monogamous athletic women
• safe, reliable bicycle with heavy cargo capacity and mountain bike tires 
• safe, reliable car / rig
• tattoos or body art
• cold hard fiat currency cash USD!  

• o.b.o.  (or best offer ) depending on the usefulness of such offer when such 
offer is given)  never limited to money

WHAT IS “exponential altruism”  or
exponentialaltruism?

Exactly what it says it is:http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/exponential
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http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/  altruism  

exponential
ex·po·nen·tial

adjective \ ek-sp - nen-ch l\ˌ ə ˈ ə
 very fast : increasingly rapid

altruism
“al·tru·ism
noun \ al-trü- i-z m\ ˈ ˌ ə

: feelings and behavior that show a desire to help other people and a lack of selfishness”

Exponential altruism is based on the premise that no one ever knows when the filthy 
fucking rich and yupp-ies will have a change of heart peacefully and non-violently.   
SpiralCosmosArt desires the the complete stigmatization, quarantine, ostracism and 
eventual annihilation of all filthy fucking rich and yup-y culture epidemic off the face 
of the earth given the proper acronym of yupp-y  being 

y.u.p.p.y   =                                                                                                           
youth   usurped/ undermined / &/or urbanized into plastic parasites  - y

The word “yuppy” is an American slang term often used to berate materialism.  The word 
“yuppy” is  the plebian and commoner's accurate and concise pejorative against materialism that need 
be used proudly and loudly to destroy materialism, and never again be used in the context of jealousy 
or envy because there is absolutely nothing to be jealous about a lifestyle where youth is 
usurped/undermined/ & urbanized into a plastic parasite.  

In this context yuppy is not simply someone who is “young urban professional” as in a 
white collared affluent, young and ambitious https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yuppie, but someone 
infected with a spiritually diseased hatred of everything rural, beautiful, verdant and natural who could 
very well be any one of adult age making decisions to have this kind of hatred.   The worst yuppy is a 
complete hater of youth and everything sacred about a world with everyone  naturally healthy athletic 
human beings in nature, and would rather be an android if he could  A yuppy in this context is 
brainwashed and programmed into a willful preference and pursuit of perverse disgusting sterile plastic
materialism, endless fear and conviction of scarcity, and the artificial over the beautiful natural 
wholesome verdure of the earth which is very very generous, abundant, and damn near infinite.   

True youth health and vitality is a beautiful organic biodiverse permaculture planet with ancient old 
growth forests and meticulously well maintained orchards, and gardens, with such forests, orchards, 
and gardens eventually being one and the same, with diverse and complete sustainable and renewable 
natural food and other products fit for human health!  

Youthful human health is not concentrated high population centers (urban areas)    a.k.a. cluster fucks 
of crowded cities:  (asphalt and concrete stacked high! )
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And as for the proper context of: 

• filthy fucking rich = wealthy people who parasite and whose entire existence is 
“Schadenfreude” and sustained  from others' suffering far more than other's health, 
especially to their own species.  Categorizing someone as filthy fucking rich  has almost 
absolutely nothing to do about whether or not they are “the 1%” as defined by the 
occupy movement or  whether or not they drive a luxury car, own a mansion, flaunt 
opulent affluent vanities, decorations, jewelry or ornaments, but whether or not they are 
categorically parasites with extreme wealth who  do nothing altruistic, especially 
willfully nothing altruistic.   

And there is nothing more blatantly obviously parasitic and categorically trademark of filthy 
fucking rich that goes way back in aristocracy and organized religions than their old hobby of 
child poisoning, child torture, child murder, child rape, and child sex trafficking to which the 
minions of these filthy fucking rich have committed with impunity for eons.  This predilection 
is being more and more obviously discovered, prosecuted, and punished  at an exponential 
momentum.   And may that scourge against these parasites never stop in my lifetime. 

Schadenfreude
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Schadenfreude (/ d nfr d /; German: [ a d f d ] ( listen)) is pleasure ˈʃɑː ə ɔɪ ə ˈʃ ː nnˌ ʀɔɪɪ ə
derived from the misfortunes of others.[1] This word is taken from German and 
literally means 'harm-joy.' It is the feeling of joy or pleasure when one sees 
another fail or suffer misfortune. It is also borrowed by some other languages.

Artwork alone has no direct left-brain survival value.  Artwork can never be adequately 
described beyond subjective aesthetic value.   Artwork cannot be eaten and cannot be 
lived in like a house, and isn't exactly “basic human needs” in the lower chakra survival 
sense.  Artwork is often simply only subjective decor and ornaments.  It is extremely 
practical that art is offered for those who collect such decor, ornaments, and subjective 
material objects to add something to their collections that symbolize a change of heart 
for altruism, because alone the artwork is meaningless.  

If this exponential altruism manifesto means absolutely nothing to the filthy fucking rich
and yuppies of my lifetime who will be filthy fucking rich and yuppy until their graves, 
then its only a matter of time before some other artist feels sees the purity of motive 
behind the vigilante abrasive tone, encouraging the filthy fucking rich to have a change 
of heart through communications skills that are more clever than mine sometime in the 
future.  History and Herstory will absolve me.

• exponential production of altruism that yields and returns a self respecting profit to 
those initiating such altruism and encouraging more and more altruism increasing 
exponentially! 

• a proclamation of what spiralcosmosart paintings represent in terms of individuality
• a list of world problems that one human being, one witness, one person (1 out of at least 
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7,000,000,000) seems to think need to be solved,  with total respect and hats off / kudos 
to certain people/groups/ who are “stepping up to the plate”  offering solutions.

• the exponential revelation of truth in the sense of the phonetics /  etymology of the word
“al-tru-ism”   interpreted as “all is true”

• “free love zone”  rather than a “love cost zone” 
• a philanthropy awareness exercise /endeavor
• a conscience cleansing activity/endeavor/enterprise
• comprehensive list of humanitarian just causes
• comprehensive compilation/list of humanitarian just causes
• comprehensive compilation/list of humanitarian justice causes
• generosity 
• proof that freedom really is free
• exponential altruism is intended to be a self respecting type of altruism where no one 

has to be a martyr or slave as the result of some tyrant's resentment or slavery
• exponential altruism is “potentially sexy altruism” in the sense that it is the conviction of

SpiralCosmosArt / (me) that sex should remain appropriately between consenting adults 
annihilating the pandemic of sexual assault / human trafficking / child abuse / pedophilia
/ violent crimes  and all the resulting  dysfunctional family life from such perversion off 
the face of the earth

• self respecting altruism
• freedom from illness, injury, and disability
• freedom to eat and drink healthy
• freedom to be sheltered 
• freedom to produce and promote art (one's very own damn style of currency)
• freedom from global climate disruption 
•  ethic/beliefs/convictions of SpiralCosmosArt/(me) with hints and clues and good ideas 

and explanations that are intended to make logical sense why such  
ethic/beliefs/convictions  are all right.  

• Principle that no matter how f.u.b.a.r one is  there's always an opportunity to help 
someone else and prevent the same mistakes and failures.

• Principle to never mistake kindness for dumbness and never take advantage of other's 
desperation or cravings for affirmation.

• Principle of refraining from exploiting others.
• an encouragement for panhandlers (a.k.a. beggars and bums) to quit being beggars and 

bums and at least produce something that represents them as living human beings 
(artwork) rather living corpses ravished with their addictions asking for “a hand out” 

• an entirely voluntary social movement that is the more wholesome free market 
capitalism

• a non-profit organization: The enterprise/endeavor/undertaking of exponential 
altruism carries a great risk to the human entity SpiralCosmosArt, in that there is no 
guarantee the human entity of SpiralCosmosArt at the time of this posting, within his 
finite lifetime will ever be respected with full discovery that he never was completely 
and satisfactorily respected, especially at this point in midlife redemption (over 40 years 
old) from tragic experience, owning no home, celibate, with no children, nor significant 
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other partner most of his entire adult life.   That experience coerces a logical conclusion 
that western society, especially in the Pacific Northwest in the U.S.A. where 
SpiralCosmosArt spent most his life,  and all the detritus and stockholm syndrome and 
condescension from such society,  has chosen to wrongfully stigmatize  and marginalize 
SpiralCosmosArt as “disabled” from  a complex series of misfortunes, the majority of 
which are not the fault of SpiralCosmosArt but the culmination of several generations of
post traumatic slave syndrome, and the diabolical nature of  greedy medical 
malpractices, big pharma, and the military industrial complex.    As such 
SpiralCosmosArt isn't completely focused on material “profit”, but conscience cleansing
and conscience redemption, and committing to revolutionary revenge by generosity!   
Therefore exponential altruism is categorically and unequivocally a non-profit 
organization, especially considering some of the greatest masterpiece exquisite high 
resolution samples of SpiralCosmosArt on http://spiralcosmosart.deviantart.com are 
available entirely free to print, alter and reproduce, enlarge and gicleee with many tips 
and trade secrets on how to produce more and more and moar SpiralCosmosArt beyond 
SpiralCosmosArt the artist's lifespan, with the reality that SpiralCosmosArt could very 
well never hardly receive a penny of profit for such production.    

• non-profit for the obvious society benefits of a thorough comprehensive account and 
list of philanthropy / charity that usually are qualifications for a business to be non-
profit by most governments internationally, and just about any real person with a heart 
and soul.

•

Just maybe a little resisting fiat currency 

just might be a good thing ?   You think?  
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What “exponential altruism”/exponentialaltruism/SpiralCosmosArt is NOT: 

exponentialtruism / SpiralCosmosArt is:

• not someone trying to be any other kind of artist except a visual artist.    Advertising
with words and speeches, creating video rants, gimmicks, mad publicity stunts, audio 
podcasts, poetry  and lyrical music are secondary sidekick activities that are beyond the 
capacity of  SpiralCosmosArt to enjoy, commit to,  and feel comfortable doing very 
often.  I'm having fun but I'm not having the kind of fun that matters.     Words can 
easily be twisted and taken out of context.  Production of paintings, prints, and digital 
images is the preferred communication method which alone has not produced 
satisfactory income, with workspace opportunities being way too small.     The paintings
and art pieces are the product offered and the transaction/exchange and barter offered for
such product is exponential profit of tangible adequate rational “basic human needs” to 
self and the rest of humanity (like the song by Wavy Gravy describes them as)  for 
human survival and happiness and self reliance.   The word explanations and 
descriptions of Exponential Altruism reports of altruistic causes are attempts to 
communicate that SpiralCosmosArt has integrity with clear goals standing in truth, 
written in English for those who need that.   SpiralCosmosArt would prefer to simply 
produce the product, show off the product, sell the product, and with the excess wealth 
generated, personally commit to funding all of the listed altruistic causes without much 
noise about a great “charity auction”  or “philanthropy auction” for campaigns to end 
human trafficking, child abuse, violence, sexual assault, child molestation,  and slavery, 
which really are priority emergency justice based altruistic causes that  should be 
obvious for optimum human survival!, rather than list them all here  in some 
sophisticated way to whine about them and explain one's opinions and politics, 
infuriated that I must subject myself to the risk of seeming like some kind of  fucking 
sanctimonious jackass,  well aware that words often fall on blind eyes and  deaf ears and
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can be easily taken out of  context and their meanings twisted, and used against me.   
Talk is cheap.  Action Speaks louder than words.   talk - action = 0 

• not affiliated with some religious organization 
(For those who care to know: SpiralCosmosArt has his own personal  leanings toward 
agnosticism, rational deism,  Mahayana Zen Buddhism,  American Indian Spirituality, 
Astrotheology, gnostic Christianity, Essene Christianity,  and neo-Anabaptism (in the 
revolutionary traditions of the early Anabaptist  from 1520's originating in Zurich 
Switzerland) for those who need to know), yoga, tantra,  tummo,  earth based indigenous
spirituality (a little bit of Wicca and pagan) and a smirking sympathy for a lot of 
arguments from cynical atheists and atheist comedians (like the late George Carlin). 

• not affiliated with some political party (although currently supporting Jesse Ventura 
Howard Stern for U.S. president, this support is contingent on their mutual support with 
at least 1 of the exponential altruism cause with no substantial opposition to any of the 
the other listed exponential altruism causes). 

• not a vendor
• not a criminal (especially not a violent criminal nor sex offender)
• not a pan handler
• not a scam artist
• not a beggar
• not a transient
• not a bum
• not another object of pity 
• not a drug dealer
• not an alcoholic nor drug addict
• not a religious movement
• not affiliated with any political party
• not someone seeking a handout (I offer something completely tangible in return for 

donations!)
MIND
FREEDOM 

http://www.ewg.org/about-us

The Environmental Working Group is a non-profit, non-partisan organization dedicated to 
protecting human health and the environment.  Our mission is to empower people to live 
healthier lives in a healthier environment. EWG drives consumer choice and civic action with 
its game-changing investigations and research on toxics and environmental health, food and 
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agriculture, and water and energy. For two decades, EWG’s groundbreaking research has 
changed the debate over environmental health. From households to Capitol Hill, EWG’s team of
scientists, policy experts, lawyers, communication experts and programmers has worked 
tirelessly to make sure someone is standing up for public health when government or industry 
won’t.

http://www.eftfree.net/downloads/the_eftfree_manual.pdf

What Is EFT?
EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques) is a body/mind self
-
help method,
combining a gentle touch together with mindful attention to thoughts and
feelings. EFT involves tapping with our fingertips on acupuncture/acupressure
points on the face and body while concentrating upon a problem or issue we
wish to resolve. While scientific research is still being done to determine exactly
how EFT works

http://freeyourmindconference.com/
About The Event 

FREE YOUR MIND returns to Philadelphia in 2015 with a three-day conference featuring top-caliber 
whistle-blowers and researchers from across the country who will shed light upon our world’s problems and 
bring forward empowering solutions. 

mind unlocked 

Stay tuned to this website for more information and announcements regarding the 2015 conference. 

This unique event will build upon the success of the first two Free Your Mind Conferences in 2011 and 2013, 
with a continued focus to spread awareness on the topics of consciousness, mind control, subversive occult 
influences, holistic body-mind-spirit health, and solution-oriented approaches to the problems humanity 
faces in these challenging times. 

The Free Your Mind Conference proudly welcomes speakers from a wide variety of different perspectives. 
This conference is not limited to any one particular world view or subject matter. Any hidden or suppressed 
knowledge that holds importance to the freedom and health of living things on the planet earth is fair game 
for discussion at FYM. 

Benevolent Owl or Malevolent Owl?   Bohemian Grove Molech versus Woodsy 
Owl.   An Encouragement to be suspicious and have an open mind:

Interesting simple basic benevolent messages of Woodsy Owl from our own U.S. government of all places? 
Who would have thought? : 
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http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/conservationeducation/smokey-woodsy/woodsy-owl/?cid=fsmrs_10060

http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/conservationeducation/smokey-woodsy/?cid=STELPRDB5330078

Help Woodsy spread the word, 
never be a dirty bird. No matter 
where you go, you can let some 
people know to Give a Hoot, 
Don’t Pollute, never be a dirty 
bird. In the snow or on the sand, 
help keep America looking grand

Help Woodsy spread the word, 
never be a dirty bird. No matter 
where you go, you can let some 
people \know to Give a Hoot, 
Don’t Pollute, never be a dirty 
bird. In the city or in the woods, 
help keep America looking good. 

It's quite clear  there is 
always going to be 
someone pointing fingers 
for  some kind of 
suspicious ulterior motive. 
Make no mistake in 
pretending or assuming or 
pushing that any of these 
philanthropy 

links/anecdotes/organizations or anyone else is perfect.  
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Charities are always prone to fallibility:  

Worst Charities according to CNN:

http://www.tampabay.com/americas-worst-charities/?hpt=hp_c2

http://www.cnn.com/2013/06/13/us/worst-charities/index.html?hpt=hp_c2

Make no delusions these links/people/organizations on 
http://exponentialaltruism.blogspot.com or http://exponentialaltruism.wordpress.com
are perfect.  

There is guaranteed to be dirt on them as with anyone else,  but positive fronts are posted and 
listed because they seem to do more good than harm.  Wavy Gravy and the rest of the Merry 
Pranksters along with Bob Weir, family and friends are not a sacred cow to me with obvious 
elitist sellout elements intertwined as illustrated on the previous collage.  The grateful dead was 
a band with many death worship memes.   And any musician or artist that fraternizes with 
something as sinister as the dark Occult rituals of Bohemian Grove is fucked in the head.

If you find something wrong with any of these links organizations go ahead and give 
suggestions, advice and criticism by email or some other means, preferably with the subject 
line: “  re: suggestions, advice and criticism exponentialaltruism or spiralcosmosart   
SpiralCosmosArt@yahoo.com 

Favorable Quotes, Slogans, and Gleanings from  1960's  Icons / Merry 
Pranksters

" And in the end
      The love you take
      Is equal to the love you make."  - The Beatles

The great wisdom of the Merry Prankster Ken Kesey great novelist of “One Flew Over the Cuckoo's 
Nest” gives an excellent presentation that the greatest heroic writers and artists always reveals and 
shows skepticism of ulterior motives to popular movements and moreover calling out false gods for the
bull shitthey are:

Quoting Ken Kesey Youtube video:  part 4 Moonfish Ken Kesey speaks at_Moonfish_Yachats 
Oregon Coast Aug 25 1989   (uploaded by Zane Kesey)  starting about 3:20 minutes into video
“the flaw that happens in many writers”  / “the writing at a certain point began to be a 
commercial for some  thing”
[brackets italicized like this refer to context interpretation / interpolation by SpiralCosmosArt.  Not any
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of Ken Kesey's words]

Here is the last lesson of the class: that as a writer,  or as any honest artist, every so often you'll
be walking through life and a light will catch you across the road.  And you will look across and
there will be God himself or herself,  (Jesus or somebody) standing over there and light will be
swirling around him and he will say to you “come to me come to me, all you need to do is come
to me  and muses will fly about your head, you will have life everlasting, everything will work
out.  Say “fuck you!” “fuck  you god!”  “fuck you!” . . . that's what the writer has to say because
nobody else is going to say it.  We have to turn around and when Reagan [Ronald Reagan] is
out of line and say 'fuck you!'.  It's not going to be musicians.  [audience applauds]    When they
start trying to do something in K-falls [Klamath Falls] with that river down there, and this is a
great big amorphous forest  and people are kind of accommodating, and you'll read these hour
reports or this report you realize “these guys are working for the woods company or these guys
are working for the dam company”  they are lying when they are writing!  As Nelson Aldron
said  the job of the writer is to pull the judge off the bench and into the docket with the
criminal.  Pull him down to where you feel what it's like down there.    That's what made
Steinbeck.  That's what made Kerouac [Jack Kerouac] It's not the celebration of Ayn Rand's
fountainhead kind of character, but the pulling down of that character to the rest of us down
here.  That's where great writing has always lived and always will live.  Question from person
in the audience:  “I don't understand, yeah, When the person says “come on over here, come on
over here,  I have like, you know  this great enlightenment why do you want to say “fuck you”?
Ken Kesey Answers: because he is wanting you to come over on your knees! They never want
you to come over eye level.  I hate to work downhill from anybody or anything.  I don't want to
work downhill or uphill from anybody or anything.  This is what I mean about God doesn't want
to be bored.   God wants you looking right straight across into his eyeballs and being equal with
Him working on things that are needed done. Never mind this praying [grovelling sniveling
begging prayers]   I've been in Mexico and watched these women  walk all the way up on their
knees to the alter [probably referring to the alter in some Roman Catholic church/cathedral]
and then  turn  around leaving this  bloody trail  around  and around and God is  going “ick”
[chuckle]    And that takes the writer going in there saying that.  The woman  can't do it.  [again
referring the woman in Mexico grovelling in desperation to the alter at the church].   Yates
performs the trick and he steps outside.  He's not trying to get worship. 

THE FOUNDATION INSPIRATION QUOTE OF EXPONENTIAL ALTRUISM

Wavy Gravy:  Reach down to help someone sinking worse than you / “Basic Human Needs”

"I realized that when you get to the very bottom of the human soul, where the nit is 
slamming into the grit, and you're sinking, but you reach down to help someone that's 
sinking worse than you are, and everybody gets high. And you don't even need LSD to 
do that!" 
                                                              - Wavy Gravy 

Lyrics to Wavy Gravy's Basic Human Needs 
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    Wouldn't it be neat 
    If the people you meet 
    Had shoes upon their feet 
    And something to eat? And 
wouldn't ft be fine 
    If all human kind 
    Had shelter? 
    (Here comes the chorus, sing it 
with me, it goes:) 

    Basic human needs 
    Basic human deeds 
    Doing what comes naturally 
    Down in the garden 
    Where no one is apart 
    Deep down in the garden 
    The garden of your heart. 
    And wouldn't it be grand 
    If we all lend a hand 

    So each one could stand 
    On a free piece of land? 

    And wouldn't it be thrilling 
    If folks stopped their killing 
    And started in tilling 
    The land? 

    Chorus 
    No more churches 
    No more steeples 
    Good bye mirrors 
    Helpin' people 

     
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=tU5u71DrFG0 

    Helping people 

    Help yourself 
    And work out 
    Till the stars 
    Begin to shout 
    Oh thank God for something to 
do. 

    Chorus 

    And wouldn't it be daring 
    If folks started sharing 
    Instead of comparing 
    What each other Was wearing?
    And wouldn't it be swell 
    If people didn't sell 
    Their mother Earth. 

Chorus 

   

FREEDOM FROM HUMAN CRUELTY TO OTHER HUMANS 

http://documentaryheaven.com/fluoride-the-hard-to-swallow-truth/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7aTfyo0Xz_c

http://thefreethoughtproject.com/?
s=child+molesting

Introduction
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The Free Thought Project was started to foster the growth of creativity and inquisitiveness that is inherent in humanity.

All information, data, and material contained, presented, or provided on TheFreeThoughtProject.com is for educational purposes only. It is not to 
be construed or intended as providing medical or legal advice. Any views expressed here-in are not necessarily those held by 
TheFreeThoughtProject.com
Copyright info. We put out this information to incite change. The more people that see it, the more potential for change. Feel free to republish all 
original content from this site. We just ask that you link back to us. You will not be sued for aiding humanity in the struggle for peace! ;)

Send us an Email: Here  contact@thefreethoughtproject.com
 

http://medicalkidnap.com/

http://www.unpluggedmom.com/

http://apneaap.org/our-approach/cool-men-dont-buy-sex-campaign/

Demand Side: Cool Men Don’t Buy Sex Campaign 

[a.k.a. demand for prostitutes  encourages forced and coerced prostitution]

Without demand for purchased sex, traffickers, pimps, and brothel owners would be 
driven out of business. Therefore, while increasing the choices available to victims to 
reduce the industry’s “supply,” we are also working to reduce the demand

FREEDOM FROM UNJUST POLITICAL IMPRISONMENT

http://www.amnestyusa.org/

 Exposing and Preventing Human Rights Abuses

Amnesty International is a global movement of people fighting injustice and promoting human rights.

FREEDOM FROM OVERT SLAVERY / ABUSE / VIOLENCE

http://www.compassionfirst.org/the-compassion-first-story/
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MODERN DAY SLAVERY still exists. 

Today, thousands of men, women and children are forced to endure unspeakable abuses by 
means of commercial exploitation. The overwhelming percentage of victims, mostly women 
and children, are trafficked into the commercial sex industry.

COMPASSION FIRST exists to end this slavery. But we cannot simply eradicate this crime. As 
part of a worldwide movement working to end modern-day slavery, we must also care for it's 
survivors. 

At Compassion First, we provide holistic aftercare for trafficking survivors, partnered law 
enforcement training, safe pathways for survivors through the court system, and financial 
collaboration for rescues of trafficked persons. We are specifically committed to serving in 
countries that do not already have a strong, western non-governmental organization (NGO) 
presence in the area of anti-trafficking work. Our flagship operation is in the nation of 
Indonesia. 

We employ western providers, alongside indigenous staff, working with survivors in our care; 
we value and pursue genuine and supportive partnerships with like-minded non-profit 
organizations and law enforcement agencies. 

http://www.notforsalecampaign.org/

Our mission is to create a world where no one is for sale.

In 2001, David Batstone discovered that his favorite bay area restaurant had been the 
center of a local human trafficking ring.  He realized this was part of a growing 
international issue affecting every industry and corner of the earth. From there, 
Batstone wrote the book Not For Sale in 2007, and our organization was born.

Contact Us

There are several ways to Contact us:

Questions about how to get involved?

Visit the Take Action page or the Empower Tool

Interested in hosting an event?

Click here to learn how or

contact tour@notforsalecampaign.org

Questions about your donation or giving account?
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Contact giving@notforsalecampaign.org

Questions about your order from the Not For Sale Store?

Contact info@notforsalestore.org

Looking for more information?

Contact team@notforsalecampaign.org

http://www.houseofengedi.org/services

http://www.kval.com/news/local/First-home-in-Oregon-for-Victims-Sex-
Trafficking-teen-prostitution-shelter-recovery-program-260487851.html?
tab=video&c=y

Finding rest in the wilderness House of Engedi is the first long-term women's residential
care facility in the state of Oregon, specializing in care for victims of  sexual 
exploitation. We are proud to use trauma informed, "strengths based practices", and 
focus on each survivor's personal strengths to aid in her recovery and empowerment.

Addressing misogyny and addressing misandrony/misandry elements of  so called "feminism" 
and women's rights advocates. (part 1 of 2):

 SpiralCosmosArt / (I)   completely wishes the empowerment of women and is well aware of the 
(his/her)storical oppression of women, the need for womens' shelters ran by women for women for the 
purpose of ending violence oriented towards women and a campaign to end gender violence,  with 
supportive women for women from women, however, this empowerment seems conditioned on  groups
who are in solidarity with the sentiments of domestic violence activists like "Erin Pizzey" who 
disassociate from misandry/ misandronist elements of self proclaimed “feminists”.   On the other side 
of the other coin there are certain male empowerment, pride and recovery groups and issues that need 
addressed too here http://www.avoiceformen.com/

http://www.erinpizzey.com/
http://www.erinpizzey.com/books.html

Erin Pizzey's new book "This Way to the Revolution - An Autobiography" is ready for 
pre-order at Amazon, WHSmiths and Waterstones. This way to the Revolution
Opening a small community centre for maltreated women in Chiswick [U.K.] in 1971 
was to bring Pizzey to the front line of what was becoming a national issue in a time 
when feminists were still treated with hostility and derision by right-wing figures, but 
also when left-wing radicals scorned anyone, like Pizzey, who put humanity before 
ideology. By the mid-seventies, Pizzey found herself under bomb threat and picketed by 
feminists for allowing men to staff refuges: this led to a long exile from the UK where 
she kept up her activities and achieved international recognition, while also re-inventing 
herself as a best-selling writer.   Erin Pizzeys life and trials have been unique: her story 
is a compelling one, vital to any understanding of a more revolutionary age and burning 
issues that still resonate today. 
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Addressing misogyny and addressing misandry / misandrony elements of  so called "feminism" 
and women's rights advocates.  Regarding homophobia and heterophobia (part 2 of 2 )  It is the 
intent of SpiralCosmosArt to have solidarity with all efforts fostering a world where there is intimate 
respectful feminine and masculine balance and communication with neither patriarchy nor matriarchy 
no gender/sex dominating the opposite gender/sex, but harmonious completion of gender roles (not 
necessarily traditional gender roles) but respect and reality of differing capacities, with complete 
balance of roles cooperating and in conjunction as 2 wings of one bird that doesn't involve domination 
or submissiveness to either gender or sex (just reality of roles and function!).   

It is the conviction of SpiralCosmosArt there is nothing inherently wrong nor immoral about the 
traditional nuclear monogamous heterosexual family structure (all other things being equal), personally
finding monogamous heterosexual family structure  the optimal and ideal family structure(all other 
things being equal), but with  no disrespect to non-heterosexuals and non-monogamous people and 
their rights to marriage, no trespass on free will , provided if any and all of their alternative sex life is  
between consenting adult human beings, and most preferably non-violent, and in their private living 
space where it belongs.   

Basic Sexual ethics: 1. Between adult humans  2. mutual consensual and 3. in Private. 4. and hopefully 
non-violent.

 It is the intent of SpiralCosmosArt to ask that 

• extreme right wing bible thumping conservatives who hate non-
heterosexuals/homosexuals/transgenders/queers/lesbians/bisexuals etc.    

and

•  extreme left wing liberals who want to militantly push the extreme opposite agenda and suffer 
from heterophobia

to consider that sometimes non-heterosexuality  (queering / homosexuality/ and transgenderism)    is 
coerced by “endocrine disruptors” that tweak and permanently warp the hormones of such people for 
life 

http://www.drcurtisduncan.com/2014/11/homosexuality-and-chemical-manipulation.html

,  and a lot of other causal
factors that are open to debate,
often from cruel dirty tricks of
competition, abuse,  and
coercive population control
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agendas: especically UN Agenda 21,  being completely respectful of the fact that there is good 
scientific reason that a substantial people's sexual orientation really is a result of being“born that way” 
and they really “don't have a choice”, and cannot change and are human beings who deserve human 
rights like anyone else, including whatever perceived blessings they expect to get out of a State 
sanctioned “marriage”, or even adoption rights of children if there is no monogamous heterosexual role
models or family life available  and they would otherwise be abused: 4 ethical principles of sex are 
never violated:   1. Between adult humans  2. mutual consensual and 3. in Private. 4. preferably non-
violent

Any responsible adult human being who observes unfortunate innocent souls born into this 
world deprived of ideal and optimal opportunities to successfully arrange and consecrate 
themselves into relationships as mating bonding pairs, lovers, best friends, and life partners of 
the opposite sex naturally and functionally designed to compliment each other, as 1 mother and 
1 father, 1 man and 1 woman, 1 husband and 1 wife, completely loyal to each other with a safe 
place to reproduce and raise their own children healthy, chaste, and free from abuse must by 
every means necessary strive to annihilate all sources of deprivation of such opportunities, and 
categorically admit such sources of deprivation are such human being's mortal enemies. 

And when such human being is such an unfortunate innocent soul, he must have the will 
power to fight to the absolute death and seek martyrdom rather than be content with an inferior 
lot in life.  To die on one's feet standing up fighting one's enemies  is always better than living 
grovelling as a slave.  The death penalty for fighting one's enemies is always better than being 
content as a peon weakling crippled by filthy fucking rich plastic parasites who push an agenda
that youth be undermined by such plastic parasitical pedophile pedocidal parasites whose 
power over the world should ever again be.     Otherwise the human race is doomed to 
extinction.

 
http://sass-lane.org/services-programs/advocacy/

"Sexual Assault Support Services

    SASS Advocacy services are free, confidential, and available 24 hours a day.

    SASS Advocates are trained to listen, provide emotional support and accurate 
information, support your decisions and choices, and work to help survivors achieve 
their goals.

    We are not affiliated with law enforcement, and all services are available to you 
regardless of whether you choose to report a crime."

 
http://womenspaceinc.org/

The Crisis & Support Center at Womenspace is a safe place for any adult who is dealing 
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with the issues of domestic violence. At the center, trained staff and volunteers answer 
questions and assist clients and friends and family members. 

Domestic violence can be emotional, physical, sexual or economic abuse. It is the most 
common and least reported crime in our country. If you or someone you know is facing 
domestic violence, click here to learn how we can help.

http://www.stoprapeinconflict.org/news

http://www.stoprapeinconflict.org/new_security_council_resolution_on_women_peace_sec
urity

http://www.fullaccess.org/resources_links/women/

Oregon Coalition against Domestic and Sexual Violence http://ocadsv.org/looking-help

The Oregon Coalition maintains a statewide directory of shelters and advocacy services 
available to survivors of domestic violence, sexual assault and stalking.

http://www.malesurvivor.org/

MaleSurvivor provides critical resources to male survivors of sexual trauma 
and all their partners in recovery by building communities of Hope, Healing, & Support.

http://www.avoiceformen.com/misandry/a-overview-of-misandry-in-the-usa/

“True to some of those claims, feminism has fostered many advances for women. Those 
changes are apparent in the degree of freedom and opportunity now afforded women in 
this culture; in reproductive rights, education, employment and in the ability to be full 
participants in the governance of their own lives and in the country in which they live. 
There is very little, if any, systemic discrimination against women remaining in the 
United States any more.

Unlike feminism’s claim to embody equality, however, it has done little to nothing about
sex role based disadvantages faced by men. Those problems, fifty years after the advent 
of popular feminism, remain unaddressed and in many cases have significantly 
worsened. Men continue to be the primary victims of suicide, violence, homelessness, 
educational failure, legal discrimination and a startling array of other issues too 
numerous to list here. You can view a much more complete list of the problems, with 
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sources, at the following link.”

MORE ON GENDER BALANCE, BALANCE OF THE MIND, BALANCE OF THE BRAIN, 
Moderation:

As of 31st of January 2015  I agree with most everything Mark Passio has to say regarding “Divine Masculine” 
balanced with “Divine Feminine”, especially in his “New Age b.s.” presentations, to the point of finding nothing I 
can say to disagree with his presentations.   However Mark Passio is a long time David Icke fan and I must add I do
consider  filthy fucking rich being shapeshifting reptiles or aliens to be more entirely metaphors to illustrate what a 
bunch of complete parasites they are rather than literally reptiles.   I still hold to the premise that we may never 
know when the filthy fucking rich will have a change of heart and do something extremely altruistic in the end.  

http://www.whatonearthishappening.com/part-1-the-solution/63-yin-a-yang-energies

Yin & Yang Energies

A mystical concept derived from Taoism that is extremely relevant in a study of the workings of human Consciousness is the idea of 
the Tao, a balance of polar energies inherent in all Nature. Taoist tradition teaches that if we are able to strike a balance between 
these polar forces, and harmonize these two competing polarities within ourselves, justice and order will result within and around us. 
Falling prey to a perpetual imbalance of these energies would result in the experience of suffering and chaotic conditions. This makes 
perfect sense when we understand the properties of these polar energies.

To do this, let's begin by analyzing the basic symbolism of 
the Tao symbol. It is comprised of a circle, inside of which 
are two inter-locking swirls, one light and one dark. Inside 
each swirl is a smaller dot which is the opposite color of the
swirl itself The circle represents all of Creation. A circle is 
never-ending. It has no beginning or end. It is a perfect 
shape, as it has no corners, rough edges, angle, or 
irregularities. Thus it represents God, or Creation itself, the 
All-That-Is.

The two swirls represent change, of which all Creation is 
comprised. All that exists is in a constant state of change. 
All matter passes from form to form in an endless dance of 
Creation. Life itself is change. Inability to change is the 
equivalent of death and non-existence. Therefore the two 
swirls inside the circle represent this ever-changing dance 
of matter taking place within the whole of Creation. The two
dots within each swirl represents the idea that, no matter 
how deeply into one polarity or the other we may travel, 
the seed of the opposite energy is always carried within 
each polarity.

Let's now examine the expressions of the polar energies 
that comprise the Tao. The light area is called Yang. It 
represents the following general qualities: Light, Solar, Day,

Masculine, Active, Analytical, Dominant, Aggressive, Left-Brain, Right-Body. The dark area is Yin, which represents the expression of the following
qualities: Dark, Lunar, Night, Feminine, Passive, Intuitive, Submissive,Right-Brain, Left-Body.

More of Mark Passio's presentations:

     This link: 
     http://www.whatonearthishappening.com/images/stories/woeih/slides/
 is easier to download all at once with firefox add-on “down them all!”  

FREEDOM FROM MEDICAL MALPRACTICE / FREEDOM FOR ALTERNATIVE 
MEDICINES and natural remedies SARA AND OTHER MEDICAL MALPRACTICE RESCUE
LINKS for CHILDREN
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http://phoenixtears.ca/

http://thetruthaboutcancer.com/

http://norml.org/about/intro/item/principles-of-
responsible-cannabis-use-3

Main » About NORML » Introduction » Principles of 

Responsible Cannabis Use
Principles of Responsible Cannabis Use

   Adults Only (unless for Medicinal uses)
   No Driving
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   Set and Setting
 Resist Abuse    
Respect Rights of Others

About NORML

NORML's mission is to move public opinion sufficiently to legalize the responsible use of marijuana by adults, and to 
serve as an advocate for consumers to assure they have access to high quality marijuana that is safe, convenient and 

affordable.

Adopted by the NORML Board of Directors, June 29, 2013 

http://preventdisease.com/
http://vactruth.com/reports/
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http://www.dystonia-foundation.org/what-is-dystonia

Mission & History
The mission of the DMRF is to advance research for more treatments and ultimately a cure, to promote awareness 
and education, and to support the needs and well being of affected individuals and families.

http://drrimatruthreports.com/category/natural-solutions-foundation/

http://drrimatruthreports.com/

http://tinyurl.com/StopEbola

http://  www.NaturalSolutionsFoun  d  ation.com  
 and http://TinyURL.com/StopEbola. NO ONE NEEDS TO DIE FROM EBOLA! 
This video was made specifically for the Heads of State of those countries where a genetically modified
(weaponized?) Ebola virus is killing people. 
WHO and the US Government say that there is no prevention, cure or treatment for Ebola, which 
currently kills 90% of its victims. This is untrue.
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http://  MedicalKidnap.com  
 is part of the Health Impact News network. Learn more about Health Impact News here. 

http://healthimpactnews.com/

Due to the increasing frequency of stories being exposed regarding children taken away from their 
families for simply disagreeing with their doctors, we felt it was time to put up a completely separate 
website to document these tragic stories.

Most of the public is largely unaware of these medical kidnappings simply because the parents are 
almost always threatened by the family court system in their state from speaking out, usually via an 
illegal gag order. When we hear these stories for the first time, our natural reaction is “there must be 
another side to the story.”

For an overview of the problem of legal medical kidnapping, showing that this is a very real problem, 
please see:
Legal Medical Kidnapping: A Growing Problem in the U.S.

As we develop this website and eventually an online community around it, we want this to be a place 
where families can come for information and help.  We will begin to develop resources in each state, 
such as attorneys who specialize in these types of cases and who will truly represent the best interests 
of the family.

Editor – Brian Shilhavy, Health Impact News

FREE CASSANDRA 

http://medicalkidnap.com/2015/01/03/connecticut-teen-taken-away-from-mother-and-
physically-forced-to-have-chemotherapy/

FREE JUSTINA  

http://justiceforjustina.com/

http://justiceforjustina.com/blog/

BREAKING: Justina Pelletier to be released to her family Wednesday

June 17, 2014
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BOSTON, June 17, 2014—After 16 long months of separation from the loving and competent 
care of her family, Justina Pelletier is finally returning home. The Pelletier family received word
from the Susan Wayne Center that Justina will be able to return to her West Hartford home 
Wednesday.

http://foxct.com/2014/12/09/justina-pelletier-transferred-to-philadelphia-hospital/

FREE SARA

http://www.gofundme.com/sarahs-fund

Sarah's Amish Health Freedom Fund
http://www.gofundme.com/sarahs-fund

Created by David Michael on October 29, 2013
LOUISVILLE, OH
 109 Sarah Hershberger is the 10 year old Amish girl that escaped from the US in Sept. 
2013 to avoid hospital demands and court orders to undergo 2 years of experimental 
chemotherapy against her and the parents wishes and advice from other health experts. 
Sarah had received natural treatments at home and left the U.S. for further treatments 
and is now 100% free from leukemia, according to the parents. They want to return 
home without fear of being arrested and Sarah being taken away.

http://abcnews.go.com/US/amish-girl-leukemia-family-flees-us-avoid-
chemotherapy/story?id=21040115

http://journal.livingfood.us/2013/11/18/full-story-ohio-amish-girl-being-forced-into-
experimental-chemotherapy-fled-u-s-for-natural-treatments-said-to-be-free-of-
cancer/

http://www.chrisbeatcancer.com/10-year-old-amish-girl-flees-us-to-escape-chemo/

http://www.chrisbeatcancer.com/about/

Why did you decide not to do chemotherapy?

Short answer: Chemotherapy is toxic poison. The idea of poisoning my way back
to health did not make sense to me.
Chemo destroys your immune system. It makes cancer stem cells resistant and 
more aggressive. It causes secondary cancers throughout the body. It also can 
cause permanent damage to your brain, nerves, hearing, heart, liver, bladder, 
and more.
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And it has a grossly exaggerated success rate. That’s the short answer…

Read the long answer here  http://chrisbeatcancer.com/why-i-didnt-do-chemo

Then read this post about radiation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzSUnSem1tI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiagkabwR6I

CLEAN WATER.  Water Awareness
http://www.cleanwateraction.org/
Clean Water Action is a one million member organization of 
diverse people and groups joined together to protect our 
environment, health, economic well-being and community 
quality of life. Our goals include clean, safe and affordable 

water; prevention of health threatening pollution; creation of environmentally safe jobs and businesses; 
and empowerment of people to make democracy work. Clean Water Action organizes strong grassroots 
groups and coalitions and campaigns to elect environmental candidates and solve environmental and 
community problems. 

http://crystalcleandrinkingwater.blogspot.com/

 Water is your body's most important nutrient, is involved in every bodily function, and makes up 70- 
75% of your total body weight. Water helps you to maintain body temperature, metabolize body fat, 
aids in digestion, lubricates and cushions organs, transports nutrients, and flushes toxins from your 
body.
Everyone should drink at least 64 ounces per day, and if you exercise or are overweight, even more. 
Your blood is approximately 90% water and is responsible for transporting nutrients and energy to 
muscles and for taking waste from tissues.

http://www.stopfrackingnow.com/faq

What is fracking?

Horizontal hydraulic fracturing -- or fracking -- is a drilling method used by oil companies to 
extract gas from shale as deep as 8,000 feet below the surface. Horizontal fracking mixes 
hundreds of chemicals with millions gallons of water and blasts it into the ground under high 
pressure to break up shale and rock and release gas. 

How is it dangerous?

Not only does the process use millions of gallons of water which are then contaminated by 
chemicals and radioactive material, the fracks often leak chemicals and gas into the ground 
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water, contaminating wells and rivers that supply drinking water for millions of people. The 
extent of the harm caused by fracking remains unknown, but many residents exposed to the 
water and air contaminated by fracking toxins have reported health concerns ranging from 
nausea and fainting spells to respiratory problems and even cancer. 

EXPOSING  AND ADDRESSING “A WAR AGAINST CHILDREN”

youtube user thepoliticalport whose videos speak for themselves: 

http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL4gdlzJAnMIFRw1AnP7vQvgWxcZ9v0-MD

INDIGINEOUS RIGHTS and ADVOCACY  and ADOPTEE or child of ADOPTEE rights   

Are you My Cousin?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vIgGHGb2Cr4

http://bastardnation.blogspot.com/

http://www.bastards.org/

Our Mission
Bastard Nation advocates for the civil and human rights of adult citizens who were 
adopted as children. Millions of North Americans are prohibited by law from accessing 
personal records that pertain to their historical, genetic and legal identities. Such 
records are held by their governments in secret and without accountability, due solely to 
the fact that they were adopted.
Bastard Nation campaigns for the restoration of their right to access their records. The 
right to know one’s identity is primarily a political issue directly affected by the practice 
of sealed records adoptions. Please join us in our efforts to end a hidden legacy of 
shame, fear and venality.

Good reason to believe that I/SpiralCosmosArt  am/is 1/8th  heritage of Apache or other nearby 
Southwestern American Indian heritage the detail of whose heritage and information about 
extended family is fraudulently withheld by the State of Colorado: 

--------------------------
UPDATE here's the problem: 

QUOTE "I am an Adoptees Rights Activist and an adoptee. You can use the Indian Child
Welfare Act to warrant an investigation on your mother's adoption. Your mother can go 
to any federal tribe sign papers and the tribe will act as a 3rd party to find out if your 
mother actually belonged to a federal tribe. If your mother did not belong to a federal 
tribe, the ICWA laws don’t apply. "  -  youtube user JIF2011
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Mom looks similar and has similar mannerisms to the way the late great  Chiricahuah 
Apache elder Mildred Cleghorn did.  Mom  never told me which tribe and she doesn't 
care to tell me if even if she does know.  She would have done all that A LONG TIME 
ago IF she or any tribe ever gave a  *****.  That's the major reason why I made this 
video:Are you My Cousin?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vIgGHGb2Cr4  I 
hate begging, pleading,  and bribing the State or Federal government anymore than I 
absolutely have to.    
-----------------------

Russell Means explains Alternative to Leave No Child Behind 

http://treatyschool.org/the-school/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-AzRtI6-7I
“

The TREATY Total Immersion School will offer an expanded program to include 
environmental design, culinary arts, aquaculture and organic agronomy.  Private 
endowment, educational and corporate grants are currently being solicited for funding.

A new dimension to Total Immersion will be developed – a self-sustaining community 
directed through the re-institution of the Lakota matriarchal way of life. The community 
will utilize wind and renewable energy to engender a self-reliant village.   In October, 
2009, the first solar panels will be fabricated at the T.R.E.A.T.Y. School by members of 
the local community and volunteers.  This will serve as the foundation for beginning a 
widespread solar and wind initiative to empower local residents to harness the power of 
the sun and wind for their own electricity.”

As someone whose confirmation of alleged American Indian heritage is officially and fraudulently 
withheld by the State of Colorado, SpiralCosmosArt feels AIM of Colorado automatically needs to be 
praised for their efforts: 

http://www.coloradoaim.org/principles.htm

“GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN MOVEMENT OF 
COLORADO

Colorado AIM has rooted its political, social, cultural and economic program in four 
basic and essential principles:

1. Spirituality 2. Sovereignty 3. Support 4. Sobriety

Any American Indian person who embraces and actively supports these principles is 
welcome to join with Colorado AIM in the liberation and advancement of our peoples 
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and nations.”

FREEDOM OF SELF DEFENSE  and DEFENSE OF CLOSE FAMILY AND FRIENDS (a.k.a.) 
RESPONSIBLE GUN advocacy and rights for Citizens / 2nd Amendment support / 
RESPONSIBLE GUN OWNERSHIP FOR CITIZENS

http://www.nationalgunrights.org/about-us

"Making Good People Helpless, 
won't make bad people harmless "

Doctors for Responsible Gun Ownership  http://www.drgo.us/?page_id=26

 A Project of the Second Amendment Foundation

The Solution
DRGO’s members include experts on public health, firearm technology, gun safety 
education, and tactical medicine. DRGO is the antidote to those who twist science to 
serve a misguided political agenda of gun control. We believe that managing the lives of 
honest citizens does not control crime, but putting criminals out of business does.
In the 15 years since DRGO began exposing the false scholarship of the public health 
gun banners we have seen a remarkable shift in public opinion. Public policy based on 
false assumptions—like the all-guns-are-bad mentality of public health activists—has 
been abandoned. Most states have adopted right-to-carry laws, and crime levels have 
dropped instead of rising. The much-ballyhooed federal “assault weapons” ban sunset in 
2004, and no crime wave ensued. The 2008 U.S. Supreme Court decision District of 
Columbia v. Heller established the Second Amendment right to keep and bear arms as an
individual right. The federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, once a factory 
for anti-gun advocacy science, has conceded that it could not find any evidence that gun 
control laws reduce violent crime.

youtube video “Jesse Ventura on Gun Control”/ “Jesse Ventura VS Piers Morgan On Gun 
Control “  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxNenz7q_eY#t=124 

Ventura / Stern 2016
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ventura-Stern-2016/367932486620491

youtube video “How India's female untouchables are fighting back” a case for the 2nd 
Amendment.  Screw the Caste system: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tPHHcJHqXOc
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November 1994 - A woman in a brightly coloured sari crawls through a field of goats and cows 
with her gun at the ready. She is from India's poorest caste - the 'untouchables' - who have long been at 
the bottom of the heap. They are fighting back.

NEW YORK CITY STREET ARTISTS

Robert Ledermen of New York City has fought a long hard legal battle for the right to sell art in New 
York City Parks.

http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/NYCStreetArtists/info 

 Group Description
NYC Street Artists aka NYCstreetartists aka New York City street artists or street artist is a 
newsgroup for A.R.T.I.S.T. (Artists' Response To Illegal State Tactics) founded in 1993. 
ARTIST is about the struggle for full First Amendment vending protection involving the sale of 
art on NYC streets and in Parks. Members of A.R.T.I.S.T. have won numerous First Amendment
Federal lawsuits about the right to sell art on public property without a vending license or park 
permit under the New York City vending laws. SEE the PHOTOS and FILES sections for media
clips, BID information, court rulings, lawsuits and photos of our 250 protests. In FILES, read 
"The Basics" for all art vending info. In FILES see New York City vending law OR NYC 
vending laws with legal citations in the LINKS section. To view files or images you have to be a
registered Yahoo member. It's free. Join from this page by clicking on the "JOIN THIS 
GROUP" button above the protest photo or go to http://www.yahoo.com/ ***PLEASE SET 
EMAIL PREFERENCES TO EITHER INDIVIDUAL EMAIL or DAILY DIGEST ONLY. The 
moderator is Robert Lederman, president of A.R.T.I.S.T. (201) 777-0391 artistpres@gmail.com 
Send email ONLY to that address. FOR VIDEOS OF ARTIST ARRESTS, CONFISCATIONS 
and SPEECHES GO TO: http://www.youtube.com/profile?user=artistpres For photos see the
photos section. Photos (c) Robert Lederman. Everything you might want to know about NYC 
street artists, street artists, street vending or vendors is on this website.
Group Website
http://www.youtube.com/profile?user=artistpres

http://nycstreet.wordpress.com/2011/02/08/qa-with-robert-lederman-president-of-a-r-t-i-s-t-s/
In the early 90’s Robert Lederman became the face and voice for street artists across New York 
City. Tired of city restrictions enacted against art vendors he combined forces with other local 
artists to form A.R.T.I.S.T.S. (Artists Response to Illegal State Tactics). Nearly 18 years later the
painter-activist has survived 43 arrests as well as waged and won an epic battle with former 
mayor Rudy Giuliani, which resulted in first amendment protection for artists to vend without a 
license. 

Not yet battle weary Lederman has entered a new frontier in the fight for the rights of street 
artists. He is currently locking horns with the Parks Department over it’s new vending rules for 
artists which attempts to limit and restrict “expressive matter” vending in four Manhattan 
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parks (Union Square, Battery Park, Central Park and the Highline). Though the new rules went
into effect in July of last year the Parks Department has been unable to enforce them due to 
suits such as Lederman’s, which are appealing the original court decision to uphold the parks 
restrictions. An appeal decision will most likely not be handed down until April or May of this 
year. 

FREEDOM FROM HUMAN CRUELTY TO ANIMALS (a.k.a.  ANIMAL RIGHTS)

It is the conviction of SpiralCosmosArt that optimal human diet and utilization of the world's 
resources is mostly vegan/vegetarian.   Animal products are unnecessary.   Many athletes have proven 
there is no depreciation in health while adapting a vegan/vegetarian diet:

http://veganbodybuilding.com  being the 
primary source of information dispelling the myth that meat is necessary to be strong, healthy and a 
competitive athlete

It is also the conviction of SpiralCosmosArt that it is the responsibility of a self respecting 
individual to seek the survival of one's own species above all others, which is the human race, before 
all others.    It is the belief that  The  U.N. Agenda 21, eugenics theories of Margaret Sanger, social 
Darwinism and Malthus, pedigree schemes, and all sorts of other population control agendas along 
those lines are genocidal in nature with many unethical dirty tricks with many vegan/animal rights 
activists are quite willing to apply that genocidal agenda subversively in their rhetoric.       

It is the wish of SpiralCosmosArt  to never  infringe upon the rights of indigenous nomadic 
peoples and self reliant rural folk, who hunt and fish and occasionally have free range domesticated 
animals who live a relatively a cruelty free life (relative to the meat industry) for meat and utilization of
animals to live such lifestyle (compared to modern meat/dead animal industry and urbane y.u.pp.-y 
culture ).     

Yuppy sanctimonious vegans and vegetarians are often quite condescending to these indigenous
primitive people,  hating the fact they are far more self reliant than them,  and live lifestyles of luxury 
and hypocrisy with all modern comforts unsustainable on the grid far more cruel to animals and 
deserve no respect for such arrogance.  It is never the intent to outlaw hunting and fishing or raising 
animals for meat in such places where the environmental impact is minimal and plant based food for 
humans is scarce, but rather phase out such lifestyle into a vegetarian biodiverse permaculture lifestyle 
by gradually teaching voluntary empathy and respect for all sentient beings.

http://www.dancingstaranimalrights.org/brigitte-bardot-foundation/

Sanctuaries in France: Brigitte Bardot Foundation
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FBB (Foundation Brigitte Bardot) is the leading animal protection NGO in France, with its own
sanctuary in Normandy, Mare Azou, and alliances throughout the world to which FBB lends its 
considerable expertise and resources, to protect animals from exploitation and cruelty: from 
beagles in Croatia to Baby Harp Seals in Canada.

http://www.  mercyforanimals.com  

QUOTE: “Mercy For Animals is dedicated to preventing cruelty to farmed animals and 
promoting compassionate food choices and policies. 
Our Vision 
MFA works to create a society where all animals are treated with the compassion and respect 
they so rightfully deserve. 
We serve as a voice for animals through proactive consumer education initiatives, cruelty 
investigations, corporate outreach, and legal advocacy. 
Click here to learn more about MFA's many investigations. 
  
The Plight of Farmed Animals 
Over 95% of the cruelty to animals in the United States occurs at the hands of the meat, dairy, 
and egg industries which confine, mutilate, and slaughter over 8 billion land animals each year. 
Despite the fact that these are the most abused animals in the United States, they actually have 
the fewest number of advocates. That is why it is so important that we stand up and become a 
voice for the most defenseless. 
  

http://www.nongmoproject.org/

Who We Are

The Non-GMO Project is a non-profit organization committed to preserving and building the non-
GMO food supply, educating consumers, and providing verified non-GMO choices. We believe that 
everyone deserves an informed choice about whether or not to consume genetically modified 
organisms.

The Non-GMO Project is governed by a Board of Directors. We also work with a collaborative network
of technical and communications advisers from all backgrounds and sectors.
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 http://gmofreeusa.org/

ABOUT GMO FREE USA  

OUR MISSION

GMO Free USA’s mission is to harness independent science and agroecological concepts to 
advocate for sustainable food and ecological systems. We will educate consumers and other 
stakeholders about the potential hazards of genetically engineered organisms and advance the 
application of the Precautionary Principle.

  http://www.foodispower.org/

 

http://www.foodispower.org/access-to-healthy-food/

An important and large part of Food Empowerment Project’s work is on the lack of access to 
healthy foods in communities of color and low-income communities (commonly referred to as 
food deserts). This form of injustice is complicated and has many moving parts.
Our work includes surveying for food availability and conducting focus groups with community
organizations in the impacted areas. We also work with public officials to assist with our efforts,
inform on our findings and encourage policy changes.

Access to Healthy Food

OPTIMAL FOOD AND NATURAL RESOURCE UTILIZATION / ALTERNATIVE 
AGRICULTURE: (biodiverse, sustainable, permaculture, organic, non-GMO, self-reliant, 
harmonious, stewardship,  without some subversive myth of scarcity and big p.o.s.'s known as big 
corporations and governments with an obvious genocidal agenda )

http://www.holzeragroecology.com/
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Sepp Holzer's AgroEcology is a natural form of agriculture; Agriculture based on the cycles and
interactions in nature.  These strategies have proven that working in harmony with nature is not 
only ecologically beneficial, but also be economically successful.

 
"Learn to speak with Nature.  Learn to assess her accurately.

Ask yourself what she offers you."

Natural thinking, living, and working provide not only the basis for Holzer AgroEcology but 
also a perspective which permeates all areas of life.  The goal is for our fellow human beings to 
take responsibility and courageously advocate to preserve a livable planet.  It's valuable to 
question our fast paced development, to think ahead instead of following the masses without 
questioning.

"Ask nature, your land, your water, and your animals,
if they  feel comfortable with your stewardship."

 http://www.foodnotlawns.com/about-us.html

About Us
Food Not Lawns was founded in Eugene, Oregon in 1999 by a small group of activists 
who had been cooking Food Not Bombs (free meals in the park) for several years and 
decided to start gardening too. Soon we started hearing about other chapters and realized
we had spawned a powerful, inspiring part of the growing sustainability movement. 
With the publication of Heather Flores' book, "Food Not Lawns, How to Turn your Yard 
into a Garden and Your Neighborhood into a Community," by Chelsea Green Publishing 
Company in 2006, new local FNL chapters starting popping up all over. Now we are a 
global community of avant gardeners, working together to grow and share food, seeds, 
medicine, and knowledge. Welcome!
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http://www.seedalliance.org/

Organic Seed Alliance is a 501 (c)(3) that 
advances the ethical development and 
stewardship of the genetic resources of 
agricultural seed. We believe seed is part of our 
common cultural heritage – a living, natural 
resource that demands careful management to 
meet food needs now and into the future. We 
accomplish our mission through research, 

education, and advocacy.
 

The seed industry has quickly consolidated. Intellectual property practices (e.g., patents on seed) stand 
out as the leading cause, where much of our commercial seed is now owned and managed in the hands 
of a few transnational firms. This control has stifled innovation in plant breeding, and creates barriers 
to improving the availability, quality, and integrity of organic seed.

 http://seedfreedom.in/declaration/

Seed is the source of life, it is the self urge of life to express itself, to renew itself, to 
multiply, to evolve in perpetuity in freedom.
Seed is the embodiment of bio cultural diversity. It contains millions of years of 
biological and cultural evolution of the past, and the potential of millennia of a future 
unfolding.
Seed Freedom is the birth right of every form of life and is the basis for the protection of
biodiversity.
Seed Freedom is the birth right of every farmer and food producer. Farmers rights to 
save, exchange, evolve, breed, sell seed is at the heart of Seed Freedom. When this 
freedom is taken away farmers get trapped in debt and in extreme cases commit suicide.
Seed Freedom is the basis of Food Freedom, since seed is the first link in the food chain.
Seed Freedom is threatened by patents on seed, which create seed monopolies and make 
it illegal for farmers to save and exchange seed. Patents on seed are ethically and 
ecologically unjustified because patents are exclusive rights granted for an invention. 
Seed is not an invention. Life is not an invention.
Seed Freedom of diverse cultures is threatened by Biopiracy and the patenting of 
indigenous knowledge and biodiversity. Biopiracy is not innovation – it is theft.
Seed Freedom is threatened by genetically engineered seeds, which are contaminating 
our farms, thus closing the option for GMO-free food for all. Seed Freedom of farmers is
threatened when after contaminating our crops, corporations sue farmer for “stealing 
their property”.
Seed Freedom is threatened by the deliberate transformation of the seed from a 
renewable self generative resource to a non renewable patented commodity. The most 
extreme case of non renewable seed is the “Terminator Technology” developed with aim
to create sterile seed.
We commit ourselves to defending seed freedom as the freedom of diverse species to 
evolve; as the freedom of human communities to reclaim open source seed as a 
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commons.

To this end, we will save seed, we will create community seed banks and seed libraries, 
we will not recognize any law that illegitimately makes seed the private property of 
corporations. We will stop the patents on seed.

http://www.farmaid.org/

Farm Aid: Family farmers, good food, a better America

Farm Aid features the best that music has to offer, while remaining true to its ultimate mission.
28 years of great music, supporting farmers, and strengthening America

Willie Nelson, Neil Young and John Mellencamp organized the first Farm Aid concert in 1985 to raise awareness 
about the loss of family farms and to raise funds to keep farm families on their land. Dave Matthews joined the 
Farm Aid Board of Directors in 2001. Farm Aid has raised more than $45 million to promote a strong and resilient 
family farm system of agriculture. Farm Aid is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to keep family farmers on
their land. Farm Aid accomplishes this mission by:
Promoting Food from Family Farms

We know that to keep family farmers on the land we have to increase the number of people buying their good food.
From our annual concert event that features family farm food and unites farmers, artists, and concerned citizens, to 
our inspiring and informative tv, radio, mail and web campaigns (including our HOMEGROWN.org website), we 
are building a powerful movement for good food from family farms.

FREE ENERGY: FREEDOM AND PROMOTION OF CLEAN ENERGY 
(outlaw technology that bloated greedy fat corpulent corporate / big government / and mobs of brainwashed 
idiots want you eternally ignorant and stupid about)

 http://offgridquest.com/
Living Off the Grid

Highlighting the many ways in which people have survived without technological advancement, here we
strive to discover the best of the past and combine with that benefits of the modern world to be efficient, 
sustainable, and self reliant.
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http://www.free-energy-info.co.uk/FEindex.html

http://www.free-energy-info.com/

http://TeslaScienceFoundation.org

ABOUT THE TESLA SCIENCE FOUNDATION
The Tesla Science Foundation  was formed to promote the legacy of Nikola Tesla by raising awareness of his 
accomplishments and contributions to the 21st Century to include introducing his many patents and inventions 
that remain applicable to our current needs.  We bring together those with a genuine interest in Tesla through 
educational programs, workshops, meetings, and public events. Tesla Science Foundation  also selects several 
inventors per year who have demonstrated innovative technology concepts that exemplify Tesla's lifelong 
commitment to Science, Industry, and the Environment. We are prepared to provide assistance to the patent 
process of new and innovative technologies to include introducing them to the market by forming an appropriate 
team of professionals including engineers, attorneys, and business/marketing specialists.  The Tesla Science 
Foundation gives three awards each year for achievements in technology, writing and art related to Tesla or his 
work.

Our Mission

Our mission is to establish and promote the recognition and awareness of Nikola Tesla's inventions, 
patents, theories, philosophies, lectures, and innovations.

http://ericpdollard.com/
Eric Dollard is an Electrical Engineer who is a “living legend” in the field of electrical research. 
He is considered by many to be the most knowledgeable expert alive today on the true nature
of electricity. Author of the landmark mathematical papers Symbolic Representation of 
Alternating Electric Waves and Symbolic Representation of the Generalized Electric Wave, 
Eric shows how all electric phenomena can be mathematically measured and engineered 
WITHOUT using calculus or “Maxwell’s Equations.” Author of Condensed Intro to Tesla 
Transformers and Theory of Wireless Power, he is also the only person since Tesla’s death to 
successfully build a real Magnifying Transmitter. 

ORGONE:

Orgone Biophysical Research Lab (OBRL) and Natural Energy Works 

OBRL is a non-profit science and education research institute, dedicated to investigations of the 
orgonomic life-energy discoveries of the late Dr. Wilhelm Reich. We do natural scientific research, 
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publish books and journals, hold occasional conferences, and books and DVDs on controversial 
scientific subjects -- solid science which frequently gets ignored because it does not agree with the 
major popular theories of the day. Our collection will grow over time. Meanwhile you can visit our 
research websites and on-line bookstore here:

http://www.youtube.com/user/naturalenergyworks
http://www.orgonelab.org

http://www.saharasia.org

http://www.naturalenergyworks.net

http://www.orgone-energy.com/

What is Orgone?

Orgone energy is the life force energy, which surrounds all life form when  active. Orgone 
Pyramids Naturally attracts Positive Etheric energy  then converts the negative orgone into 
positive  ions.

From wilhelm Reich’s research evolved orgonite; a resin/metal matrix with an addition of 
crystal(s).With the ability to efficiently collect, transmute and emit etheric energy. Creating a 
substance which functions as a self-driven, continuously-operating, highly efficient 
DOR→POR (negative to positive) energy transmutation factory. When orgonite is within range 
of a source of DOR/negative energy, it will efficiently and continuously transform it into 
POR/positive energy as it is being transmitted, which essentially creates positive energy 
transmitters out of any and all emitters of harmful negative energy.

http://www.ethericwarriors.com/about-ew/what-is-orgonite

What is Orgonite?

Orgonite is a material, a formulation, first developed by Karl Welz for his Radionics devices. 
However, Welz’ forumlation differs from the material that Don Croft pioneered. Welz’ employs 
formulation consists of powdered metal and quartz in a resin substrate. The formulation 
developed by Don Croft, with the assistance of his daughter Nora (at the time a gifted energy 
sensitive) rather employs metal shavings/filings/bbs/etc., with an equal of an organic resin 
substrate (typically polyester or epoxy Resins) with the addition of a small chip of quartz 
crystal. The fundamental components are the equal parts of metal particles of a macroscopic 
size (not a powder) and the resin substrate; however, though not required for the basic effects of 
the material, adding a simple chip of quartz crystal improved the effects produced by the 
material for general purposes, and “gifting” in particular.
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http://www.orgoneenergybalancing.org/about-us.html

Orgone products that service your life
Picture
Louis Onder has been creating orgone products since 2002 after extensive research into the 
subject of orgone and energetics. He decided that helping to educate the world about orgone was
one way he could contribute to the health of the earth and he began 'gifting' (distributing 
orgonite) in his local area and then across several states in the Southeastern U.S. He continues 
his gifting efforts almost daily and has devoted his life to his family and to balancing out the 
energies of the planet using orgonite.

Vortex Based Mathematics

http://www.tblnfilms.com/rdonutsmovie/

About

A groundbreaking documentary about Vortex Based Mathematics.
Description

Who is Randy Powell and why is he claiming that a 9 digit pattern called Vortex Based 
Mathematics (V.B.M.), interconnects all of science, all of technology and all of nature 
around a Torus, nature’s original Donut?

Exclusively presented by TBLN Films
Dedicated to Marko Rodin
Director: Curtis Hedges

    http://vortexmath.webs.com/
http://www.esotericonline.net/group/vortexmath

rodin coil  / rodin mathematics / abha torus

 “
The potential scope and breadth of the Rodin Solution is staggering; it is universally 
applicable in mathematics, science, biology, medicine, genetics, astronomy, chemistry, 
physics and computer science. The Rodin Solution will revolutionize computer hardware
by creating a crucial gap space, or equi-potential major groove, in processors. This gap 
space generates underpinning nested vortices resulting in far higher efficiency with no 
heat build-up. The Rodin Solution replaces the binary code with a new code called the 
binary triplet which will revolutionize computer operating systems. It will transform 
physics and astrophysics by finally answering how black holes and pulsars work. Space 
travel will be revolutionized by reactionless drives that are unaffected by the weight they
pull, making the present day combustion engine obsolete. The revolution brought on by 
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reactionless drives will far surpass the societal changes wrought by the shift from steam 
engines to the present day combustion engine. The Rodin Solution can even be applied 
to ending pollution and drought by creating an inexhaustible, nonpolluting energy 
source. Because Rodin´s Vortex-Based Mathematics enables him to condense a trillion-
fold calculation to only a few integer steps and because he is able to solve all the 
mathematical enigmas, the Rodin Solution will revolutionize computer information 
compression. 

 Contact Information:

Marko Rodin
PO Box 12035
La Jolla, California 92039 USA
Telephone & Text Messages: 1-858-405-0009
PayPal Donations: MarkoRodin@gmail.com
We are currently in need of a new film production studio facility.

John Hutchison's great work: 

http://www.hutchisoneffect.ca/Newsletter%20Main.html
 
http://www.thehutchisoneffect.com/index.php?
option=com_content&task=view&id=48&Itemid=23

John, a Canadian, is a rogue scientist, and one of the most controversial figures in 
science today.   An untrained physicist who recreated Tesla’s laboratory and began 
experimenting, he has documented some pretty astonishing antigravity demonstrations, 
as well as the bending and merging of objects.   At one point neighbors filed a report 
claiming he made an entire apartment complex disappear.   

John’s work caught the attention of the Canadian government and the US Military, who 
brought him to work at Los Alamos.   They were not able to recreate his effect without 
him present.   However, a top ranking Colonel, as well as high level execs at Boeing and
other institutions claim to have witnessed it first hand, and believe in John.  Others 
claim the Hutchison Effect is a hoax. There is a third consideration:  Some believe that 
there is some kind of paranormal connection tied to John.   Discovery Channel, 
National Geographic TV, and many others have featured John’s work.  

John’s work has included the development of a renewable energy source - a battery that 
does not die, utilizing the casimir effect.  I highly encourage you explore some of the 
attached videos and links if you are interested in learning more about John’s work.
 Determine for yourself whether Colonels, the Prince of Lichtenstein, and executives at 
Boeing were right to put stock in this rogue physicist.   Regardless of how you slice it, or
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what you determine in the end, the one thing that is for certain?  Hutchison definitely 
fits the bill as “Liberation Artist”  - he has stepped outside of status quo, carved his own
path, and never looked back.  

              
http://www.thehutchisoneffect.com/index.phpoption=com_content&task=view&id=28&Itemid=4
9

Stanley Meyer fuel cells

http://www.free-energy-info.co.uk/MeyerData.pdf

http://waterpoweredcar.com/stanmeyer.html

                      http://www.waterfuelcell.org/    <--defunct sight
 

Stanley Meyer Introductory Videos Lecture Videos Click Here Stanley Meyer’s Water Fuel Cell
Imagine running your car on water! That's correct, I said water. Stanley Meyer may have done 
exactly that, modifying his dune buggy to run on water alone using the hydrogen to run his dune
buggy. The goal of this web site is to explain the science behind Stanley Meyers water fuel cell. 
As a group we will study his theory, patents, and related information. The objective will be to 
replicate the water fuel cell.  The completion of our work will be proof to the world of the 
validity of the water fuel cell. Have you ever thought about water as a fuel source? The atomic 
make up of water makes the molecule perfect for a fuel source. The water molecule is 
composed of two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen.  When the water molecule is 
separated into its component atoms (H and O) and oxidized as fuel, the resulting energy is two 
and one half times more powerful than gasoline. The byproduct of the combustion is water 
vapor. Making water as a fuel, powerful and pollution free! The problem has always been how 
to separate water economically. Traditional methods of separating the bond of the water 
molecule have resulted in failure.  To power a car by these methods would not move the car 
very far. The cars electrical system could not recharge from the process quickly enough. The 
result would be a quickly drained battery. For many years Stanley Meyer researched this 
problem and found a way around it! There are many people, as you could well imagine, who 
would not like to see this technology appear in the market place. Stanley A. Meyer died on 
March 27 1998 at the young age of 57. It is vital that his research and resulting technological 
advances are not lost, but rather that his work is continued. Join in the creative spirit and 
challenge (that is not driven by greed) and help in an endeavor that will revolutionize the world.
This effort will provide an efficient fuel source which is environmentally safe. Join the Water 
Fuel Cell Forum 

http://www.brockovich.com/current-projects/
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22 Years and Still Fighting 

Erin Brockovich is a renowned Consumer Advocate who is righting wrongs every day on 
multiple fronts. If you or someone you love have suffered because of a medical device or a 
pharmaceutical, environmental contaminant or because of something or someone else, get
Erin on your side. 

 
FREEDOM TO NOT BE LEGALLY NAMED

http://kateofgaia.wordpress.com/kates-writings/     
https://beyondthegravewithemmaswan.wordpress.com/
https://kateofgaiatrans.wordpress.com/
http://losethename.com/

Emma Swan a.k.a. Kate of Gaia's writings and radio podcasts speak for themself.  It is 
SpiralCosmosArt's solidarity/respect/conviction and agreement with Kate that the true identity 
of a human being is not his/her birth certificate name which is a contrived reference point, 
assigned without an infant/child's consent, and a label designed to entice people into slavery, but
someone who declare's/and bears witness to the fact that he or she is a living human being and a
living witness  to the fraud regarding the legal name.    

It is SpiralCosmosArt's understanding  there are times when systemic / pandemic / 
pathological peer pressure to use the birth name/legal name is so overwhelming that total 
resistance would do more harm than good resulting in danger to one's ability to protect one's 
family members: resulting in loss of custody of one's own children, loss of home, and seizure of
property,  the next best thing rather than being an extreme martyr for this reality, is to sign with 
"under duress" or  something to the effect, perhaps even the phrase "V.C. = Vi Coactus"? (the 
latin legalese name for "under duress" which might just be some sliver of self respect better than
no such admission and respect one's innocent children that the legal system would otherwise 
find ways to enslave far worse.     

With vehement disapproval,  "Kate of Gaia" is adamently against anyone ever using the 
legal the birth certificate name for any reason ever.    He/she wants everyone in the world to 
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never again sign contracts and agreements with any name, especially the legal name, ever.   
Especially with "V.C. " or "under duress" which supposedly means "Vi Coactus"  the latin 
phrase "under duress".  Which he/she has made very clear also means  "Victoria Cross" and 
"Very Cowardly" and every other self-defeating suicidal abbereviation he/she can think of, as 
though he/she never used the name "Wilfred Keith Thompson" for decades?   to serve his/her 
business  and other activities as a "general contractor," "diver", "sky piolet", "rock star stage 
performer"  and her family's best interests to own a private house for a family with children 
he/she sired, with adequate material wealth, back in the days when that served him/her before 
"he" came out of the closet as a "she" and went through a divorce,  very likely based on 
correspondance and communication with Kate, for the obvious incompatibilty between a 
heterosexual woman and a homosexual man  &/or a transgender male-to-female among any 
number of other undisclosed reasons.  

Thank you Kate for your agenda to push your complete radical reaction against your 
duress from you living in your hypocrisy, and then having  such hypocrisy ended so completely 
that you are now and for at least the past 3 to 5 years (more or less) zealously pushing an 
agenda to recruit everyone against ever again having a sliver of your mistakes using the legal 
name, berating them when they show the slightest evidence that they compromise in any way 
you once did in regards to the use of "the legal name" or being "legally named".    You are 
absolved from being a chickenhawk given what you claim.   You've made your endeavor to 
follow your "yellow brick road" clear to the world shamelessly.   Good For you.  Bravo.   You 
are a great inspiration of the value of standing in truth in complete and total transparency, 
owning up to one's own mistakes.  But God forbid you be a chickenhawk.      

However, just because you speak from a position or platform of having little left to lose 
with no identification cards or anything, yet with your priviliges of minimal material needs 
met ,   how about you leave those of us  who are still a little less able to go cold turkey from the 
legal name the fuck alone as though we're the problem?   Especially when you recovering from 
your  hypocrisy isn't exactly a lot of other people's brand of recovering from their own 
shortcomings, failures and hypocrisies?      

      Nevertheless,  Your zeal to destroy the need to be enslaved by "the legal name" 
remains very impressive and inspiring in my heart.  And Zeal is always a good thing in the end. 
"Whoso seeketh out a thing with zeal shall find it."  - Arabian Proverb.   I hope you get around 
to studying the semantics/phonetics/puns/metaphors etymology or whatever with the word 
"zeal" and stay zealous about seeking truth.  

Correspondence with Kate of Gaia

RE: trying to play fair about who I think you are 
Monday, June 23, 2014 1:00 PM 
 Mark as Unread Flag this message 

> Date: Mon, 23 Jun 2014 10:28:01 -0700 
> From: spiralcosmosart@yahoo.com 
> Subject: trying to play fair about who I think you are 
> To: katierene@live.ca 
> 
> 
> Go ahead and tell me any thing about that description [on my exponentialaltrusim manifesto] is false 
and I will gladly play fair and stand corrected and post your exact retort / retraction/ or defense verbatum. 
I don't want to be a liar about anyone any more than you nor anyone else does. I want to stand in truth. 
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You frequently saying you are more than willing for people to hate you if that's what it takes to get the 
truth of your message to the world. I may very well be one of your haters that will eventually apply 
everything true about your teachings to the world:  
> 
> - SpiralCosmosArt / facebook moniker: Stephen Cosmos Arthur 
>

From: 
    "katherine of gaia" <katierene@live.ca> 
To: 
    "spiralcosmosart@yahoo.com" <spiralcosmosart@yahoo.com> 

lol...do whatever you want...say whatever you want.....I know who I am and unless you're living in my 
head with me in my experience, you can never claim to know me or my heart.....make absurd accusations 
all you want, i find them quite funny and sad at the same time....by my actions and intent shown, I am 
known and the countless people seeing the truth and getting 100% results is all I care about.....any other 
opinion of me is simply another's ego and it makes "Fluffy" [name for Kate's ego the "3 headed cerberus 
or Cerebus"  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerberus_/disambiguation] laugh too......enjoy!....much love,
kate 

Cool! nothing was denied and nothing was changed.   

SUSTAINAIBLE, FUNCTIONAL, AND  HEALTHY HOUSING

EARTHSHIP DOT COM GLOBAL RELIEF

http://earthship.com/

The Mission.
To build stronger, more resilient and economic structures in a place where natural 
disasters are likely to strike again, and to give people the power and education to 
build/help themselves and the ability to help others.

To provide an off-grid alternative that is far less risky and less dangerous should future 
disasters occur.

To feed the hunger for change and provide alternatives to those in need.

Earthship Biotecture will be teaming up with Long Way Home for a second build in 
Comalapa, Guatemala. The build will begin on January 21st and run through February 
8th, 2013. During the course of the three weeks we will finish a 3U Simple Survival 
Model Earthship. The house will incorporate adapted versions of all Earthship systems 
including a bucket shower, 'outlaw' septic, black and grey water systems, a solar electric 
system and passive heating and cooling. The site is located just below the first Earthship 
we built for Maria and her family in December of 2011.
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http://earthship.com/design-principles

Retrofit your building with Earthship Biotecture.
Add some or all of the Earthship Systems to your building.
Reduce and even eliminate your utility bills.
Get ALL of your electricity from the sun and the wind.
Catch water from the sky for drinking, bathing, cleaning, showering, washing, flushing, 
etc.
Contain and treat ALL of the sewage you produce in a healthy and beautiful way.
Maintain comfortable temperatures in your building ALL year long, in any climate. 
Reduce or even eliminate your heating and cooling bills.
Design Principles

1) Thermal/Solar Heating & Cooling

Earthships maintain comfortable temperatures in any climate. The planet Earth is a 
thermally stabilizing mass that delivers temperature without wire or pipes. The sun is a 
nuclear power plant that also delivers without wires or pipes.
2) Solar & Wind Electricity

Earthships produce their own electricity with a prepackaged photovoltaic / wind power 
system. This energy is stored in batteries and supplied to your electrical outlets. 
Earthships can have multiple sources of power, all automated, including grid-intertie.
3) Contained Sewage Treatment

Earthships contain use and reuse all household sewage in indoor and outdoor treatment 
cells resulting in food production and landscaping with no pollution of aquifers. Toilets 
flush with greywater that does not smell.
4) Building with Natural &
Recycled Materials

House as Assemblage of by-products: A sustainable home must make use of indigenous 
materials, those occurring naturally in the local area.
5) Water Harvesting

Earthships catch water from the sky (rain & snow melt) and use it four times. Water is 
heated from the sun, biodiesel and/or natural gas. Earthships can have city water as 
backup. Earthships do not pollute underground water aquifers.
6) Food Production

Earthship wetlands, the planters that hold hundreds of gallons of water from sinks and 
the shower are a great place for raising some of the fresh produce you’d like to have in 
the winter, but find expensive or bland tasting from the supermarket.

http://denmanislandproperty.wordpress.com/natural-building/
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************************MORE UNder-EDITED  UnderORGANIZED   CUT AND PASTE 
WITH UNFORMATTED DUPLICATE TEXT FROM http://exponentialaltruism.blogspot.com 
**********************

FREE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION   https://www.fsf.org/about/

 The Free Software Foundation (FSF) is a nonprofit with a worldwide mission to promote 
computer user freedom and to defend the rights of all free software users.

As our society grows more dependent on computers, the software we run is of critical 
importance to securing the future of a free society. Free software is about having control over 
the technology we use in our homes, schools and businesses, where computers work for our 
individual and communal benefit, not for proprietary software companies or governments who 
might seek to restrict and monitor us.

The Free Software Foundation is working to secure freedom for computer users by promoting 
the development and use of free (as in freedom) software and documentation — particularly the 
GNU operating system — and by campaigning against threats to computer user freedom like 
Digital Restrictions Management (DRM) and software patents.

http://www.seva.org/

Seva Foundation   (co-founded by Wavy Gravy)  Turning Compassion into Action
 The name Seva (say-va) is a Sanskrit word meaning "selfless service."

Seva was founded in 1978 by a group of medical professionals, counterculture activists, musicians, and 
compassionate individuals, all dedicated to the prevention of blindness around the globe. Most notably among them
are public health expert Dr. Larry Brilliant, spiritual leader Ram Dass, and humanitarian activist Wavy Gravy.
http://www.seva.org/site/PageServer?pagename=about_seva

STOPPING GENITAL MUTILATION:
STOPPING Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)

http://www.equalitynow.org/fgm
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 "FGM is recognized internationally as a violation of the human rights of girls and 
women. It reflects deep-rooted inequality between the sexes, and constitutes an extreme 
form of discrimination against women. The practice violates a person's rights to health, 
security and physical integrity, the right to be free from torture and cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment, and the right to life when the procedure results in death." --World 
Health Organization

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJ4xOZfjqLQ
 http://www.clitoraid.org/
Published on Feb 20, 2014
UFO cult, The Raelians, are offering clitoris repair in Africa for women who were 
victims of female genital mutilation. The hospital is the first of its kind, offering a 
controversial type of reconstructive surgery to these victims free of charge. Elliot Hill 
and Lissette Padilla discuss the cult's beliefs concerning human joy and sexual 
satisfaction that brought about their decision to back this movement, in this clip from the
Lip News.

ANTI CIRCUMCISION CAMPAIGN 

http://www.chasesguardians.org/

http://www.bloodstainedmen.com/

About

Florida officials have failed to protect 4-year-old Chase Hironimus from forced 
unnecessary circumcision. His initial abuse went unchecked, his request for ad litem 
guardianship was denied, and his father, Dennis Nebus, has been granted guardianship. 
Florida law enforcement can seize Chase at any time, separating him from his mother, and
hand him over to be circumcised.

Thankfully, Chase’s mother, Heather Hironimus, continues to fight to protect him. New 
counsel has been retained for Heather who, unlike her previous lawyer, is dedicated to 
securing justice for Chase. Judge Gillen has ruled that Heather must appear in court with 
her son, and she must sign a consent form by Tuesday, March 10, 2015 at 2PM or face jail 
time.

Chase’s Guardians have raised over $18,000 so far for Heather’s legal fees and direct 
protection of Chase. Funds are collected by Doctors Opposing Circumcision, a 501(c)(3) 
non-profit organization, and are earmarked exclusively for legal costs.

But more funds are needed!
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HTTP://WWW.NOCIRC.ORG/

What you need to know...

No national or 
international 
medical association
recommends 
routine 
circumcision.

Only the USA circumcises the majority of newborn boys without medical or religious reason.
Medicalized circumcision began during the 1800s to prevent masturbation, which was believed 
to cause disease.
Today's parents are learning that the foreskin is a normal, protective, functioning organ.
Today's parents realize circumcision harms and has unnecessary risks.
Circumcision denies a male's right to genital integrity and choice for his own body.

Welcome to the website of the National Organization of Circumcision Information Resource 
Centers, founded by healthcare professionals to provide information to expectant parents, 
healthcare professionals, educators, lawyers, ethicists, and concerned individuals about 
circumcision and genital cutting of male, female, and intersex infants and children, genital 
integrity, and human rights.

What you need to know...

No national or international medical association recommends routine circumcision.
Only the USA circumcises the majority of newborn boys without medical or religious reason.
Medicalized circumcision began during the 1800s to prevent masturbation, which was believed 
to cause disease.
Today's parents are learning that the foreskin is a normal, protective, functioning organ.
Today's parents realize circumcision harms and has unnecessary risks.
Circumcision denies a male's right to genital integrity and choice for his own body.

Please visit our Directory for important articles, and also read our educational pamphlets (click 
the box below).

 http://www.avoiceformen.com/?s=circumcision
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Circumcision is medically unnecessary, harmful, dangerous, not required in its current form by 
most religious traditions, and rationalizations for it are largely based on quack medicine and 
hatred of male sexuality. Jacqueline Hooman and Men’s Human Rights Ontario have info you 
should know, and share with others.

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE / PERMACULTURE / BIODIVERSITY

Men of trees foundation

http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/man-of-the-trees-1981

A Leon Narbey-directed documentary about English conservationist Richard St Barbe Baker. 'St
Barbe' (here aged 92 in around 1981) is interviewed at a South Island station where he 
presciently warns of desertification and laments the earth being "skinned alive". The visionary 
tree-planting advocate founded the organisation Men of the Trees (now the International Tree 
Foundation) to promote reforestation and protect trees, from 5000-year-old bristlecone pines to 
giant kauri. The film includes the inspiring St Barbe's tree-hugging exercise regime: two 
minutes morning and night.

http://www.menoftrees.org/history/

Mission

To bring people together to plant and grow trees, and to achieve healthy, productive, 
sustainable landscapes.

Vision

This is the year 2020. MOTT WA is well respected nationally for its leadership role in 
engaging with community and, together with partners and volunteers, has improved the 
health, productivity and sustainability of 40 000 hectares of degraded land.

Principles*

Care for and respect the Land
Care for and respect People
Share the Surplus.

* The above Principles are based on Permaculture Ethics developed by Holmgren and 
Mollison. MOTT has adopted these as MOTT has not been able to better these principles
as guiding principles for the whole organization.

http://www.votehemp.com/
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Mission & Goals

Vote Hemp is a national, single-issue, nonprofit organization dedicated to the acceptance of and 
free market for industrial hemp, low-THC oilseed and fiber varieties of Cannabis, and to 
changes in current law to allow U.S. farmers to grow the crop. Our ultimate goal is having 
hemp grown on a commercial scale in the U.S. once again and for the crop to be able to be 
processed here as well. We educate people on the issues surrounding hemp, register voters, and 
build coalitions to fulfill our mission.

Vote Hemp is working to shift federal regulation of industrial hemp farming out of the hands of 
the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) and get hemp farming regulated on the state level.

Vote Hemp also works to defend against any new laws, regulations or policies that would 
prohibit or restrict hemp commerce or imports.

Vote Hemp is not a drug policy organization, nor do we take positions on drug policy issues 
other than the improper classification of hemp as a drug.

Vote Hemp was founded in May 2000 by members of the hemp industry and was incorporated 
in the District of Columbia as a non-profit 501(c)(4) organization. Since then Vote Hemp has 
emerged as the unquestionable lead political activist organization of the hemp industry. We have
demonstrated that Vote Hemp is a strategic organization working for meaningful change in 
Washington, DC, a necessary precursor to expanding the hemp industry in the U.S. and 
worldwide.

To get a deeper understanding of the mission of Vote Hemp please read The Vote Hemp 
Treatise: A Renewal of Common Sense: The Case for Hemp in 21st Century America, written 
by Erik Rothenberg, President of Atlas Corporation and a former Director of Vote Hemp.

http://hempsteadprojectheart.com/

Hempstead Acts

the hempstead act is based on conscious well thought out understandings
and activities in relationship to hemp and the environment…the actions with
feelings instead of the reactions with emotions…some common sense…

An opportunity to bring coherent thinking into the realities and challenges that
confront american society……petro-chemical toxics and dangers….issues of environmental 
concerns and glimpses of economic terrorisms in so many forms
of everyday fears….

An opportunity to consider practical options that serve the needs of a healthier
earth environment and serve the economic interests of the society as a whole..
.
An opportunity to create solutions with clear use of individual and collective
intelligence. We ask the people to research, study, and consider hemp, with the
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benefits it brings from plant to food, fuel, medicines, paper, buildings, industries,
We ask that people make their own decisions based upon information and facts

Resistance and
Education of the
truth regarding
Climate
Disruption (far
from  simply
“global
warming”)

http://globalmarchagainstchemtrailsandgeoengineering.com/events

http://www.carnicominstitute.org/html/mission.html

http://www.carnicominstitute.org/

Why We Exist

Carnicom Institute is a non-profit organization working solely for the benefit of 
humanity and the public interest. Our goal is to provide the public with beneficial and 
responsible information concerning human health and the environment.  The Institute is 
extensively active in conducting scientific research and public education relating to the 
consequences of geoengineering and bioengineering. Thank you for your support of 
Carnicom Institute.
Mission Statement

The purpose for which the corporation is organized is to conduct scientific, educational, 
environmental and health research for the public welfare. This corporation shall also 
provide educational, scientific, legal, and media support for citizens at national and 
international levels and within local communities, either individually or collectively, 
with respect to education, environmental, and health issues that affect the general 
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welfare.

The Carnicom Institute and its founder have an extensive history of research on geo-
engineering topics and aerosol research that is available to the public.  This history spans
more than a decade and includes scores of papers and hundreds of pages on the topic.  
This work is available through the research section of this website, located here.  If you 
have an interest in this topic, please consider visiting this portion of the site and 
investigate the numerous papers that have been written on the topics beginning in 1999.  
The papers are arranged chronologically on the research page with the more current 
papers at the top of the page.

http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/

http://www.whyintheworldaretheyspraying.com/ 

By Michael J. Murphy, Co-Producer of “WHAT IN THE WORLD ARE THEY 
SPRAYING

Since the release of the groundbreaking documentary “What in the World are They 
Spraying?”, millions have woken up to the damaging effects from 
chemtrail/geoengineering programs. As a result, movements around the world are being 
formed to address these crimes. While many who were previously unaware of these 
programs are now taking action, the question now that is often asked is “Why” is this 
happening. Michael J. Murphy, Originator and Co-Producer of “What in the World are 
They Spraying?” in association with Barry Kolsky have produced “Why in the World are
They Spraying?” which will answer that question.

“Why in the World are They Spraying?” is an investigative documentary into one of the 
many agendas associated with chemtrail/geoengineering programs, “weather control”.

http://www.whyintheworldaretheyspraying.com/links

Geoengineering Watch:
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/
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Coalition Against Geoengineering:

http://www.coalitionagainstgeoengineering.org

Farm Wars:

http://farmwars.info/?p=8970#more-8970

http://www.truthmediaproductions.blogspot.com

Truth Media:

Coast To Coast AM - Chemtrails & Weather - 08-21-2012 - C2CAM 

WILDLIFE HABITAT PROTECTION 

CHRISTIE’S AND THE LEONARDO DICAPRIO FOUNDATION RAISE $38.8 MILLION 
FOR WILDLIFE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

The 11th Hour is The Most Important Wildlife Charity Auction Ever Staged
Works by Grotjahn, Fanzhi, Peyton and Others Skyrocket to Record Heights

Christie’s and the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation are delighted with the outstanding results of 
the 11th Hour Auction, which totaled $38,827,000 million. The sale included 33 works by 
today’s most prominent artists, many of which were created specifically for this cause. 13 world
auction records were attained and 9 works of art were sold for over one million dollars, with 
many lots realizing well over their pre-sale estimates. Highlights included Mark Grotjahn’s 
Untitled, which sold for $6.5million and Zeng Fanzhi’s The Tiger, which fetched $5million. 

http://www.christies.com/sales/eleventh-hour-new-york-may-2013/the-foundation.aspx

Philanthropy providing grants to innovative, results-driven conservation projects, collaborative 
initiatives, and trusted nonprofits.
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